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Answer the questions. 

1. Which word uses the letter y to make the / ĭ/ sound? _______________________

2. In the word dietitian, which two letters make the /sh/ sound? _______________________

3. Which word has two schwa sounds, both made by the letter a? _______________________

4. How many / ī/ sounds are in the word hygienist? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. someone in the business of producing crops and/or raising livestock _______________________

6. someone specializing in technology, like a process or information _______________________

7. person in charge of a collection, such as at a museum, zoo, or archive _______________________

8. doctor specializing in diagnosing and treating eye conditions _______________________

Write a spelling word that is sometimes used as a synonym for each word below.

9.  interpreter  __________________________ (10 letters)

10.  cook  __________________________ (4 letters)

11.  lawyer __________________________ (8 letters)

12.  janitor  __________________________ (9 letters)

orthodontist
cashier
accountant
administrator
architect
optometrist
agriculturist

Spelling Words Basic Words

supervisor
salesperson
filmmaker

restaurateur
cosmetologist

Challenge Words

hygienist
attorney
physicist
mechanic
translator
surgeon
chef

investigator
dietitian
curator
technologist
custodian
designer
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Dad’s auto _______________________ gives him discounts on repairs since he’s a loyal customer.

14.  According to Miya’s _______________________, full recovery from the operation on her  
  appendix could last up to four weeks.

15.  An interior _______________________ will use colors, shapes, textures, and furniture  
  arrangement to completely transform a room. 

16.  The police sent a special _______________________ to search the crime scene.

17.  Dariel is going to the _______________________ after school to have his braces tightened.

18.  Ms. Vargas wants to expand her kitchen, but she has to consult an _______________________  
  to make sure it’s structurally sound.  

19.  After ringing up their groceries, the _______________________ announced, “Your total is $82.79.”

20.  Until our school hires an assistant principal, Principal Sato is the only _______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word has fewer vowel sounds than vowels?   _______________________

22.  Which basic word has a short vowel sound in its first syllable?   _______________________

23.  Which basic word has a long vowel sound in its third syllable?   _______________________

24.  What short vowel sound is in the word restaurateur? Which syllable? _______________________

25.  How many long vowel sounds are in the word cosmetologist?   _______________________
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mechanic
architect
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administrator
surgeon 
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physicist

ti

accountant

one

agriculturist

technologist

curator

optometrist

translator

chef

attorney

custodian
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orthodontist
cashier
accountant
administrator
architect
optometrist
agriculturist

Spelling Words Basic Words

supervisor
salesperson
filmmaker

restaurateur
cosmetologist

Challenge Words

hygienist
attorney
physicist
mechanic
translator
surgeon
chef

investigator
dietitian
curator
technologist
custodian
designer



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Dad’s auto _______________________ gives him discounts on repairs since he’s a loyal customer.

14.  According to Miya’s _______________________, full recovery from the operation on her  
  appendix could last up to four weeks.

15.  An interior _______________________ will use colors, shapes, textures, and furniture  
  arrangement to completely transform a room. 

16.  The police sent a special _______________________ to search the crime scene.

17.  Dariel is going to the _______________________ after school to have his braces tightened.

18.  Ms. Vargas wants to expand her kitchen, but she has to consult an _______________________  
  to make sure it’s structurally sound.  

19.  After ringing up their groceries, the _______________________ announced, “Your total is $82.79.”

20.  Until our school hires an assistant principal, Principal Sato is the only _______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word has fewer vowel sounds than vowels?   _______________________

22.  Which basic word has a short vowel sound in its first syllable?   _______________________

23.  Which basic word has a long vowel sound in its third syllable?   _______________________

24.  What short vowel sound is in the word restaurateur? Which syllable? _______________________

25.  How many long vowel sounds are in the word cosmetologist?   _______________________
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salesperson

filmmaker

supervisor

/ĕ/; first

zero

mechanic

surgeon

designer

investigator

orthodontist

architect

cashier

administrator
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orthodontist
designer

mechanic
architect

investigator
cashier

administrator
surgeon 


